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I we have discussed all kind of things and I have always found him reliable and

someone comes to me and says, "I wouldn't associate with that man if I were you.

That man is a very low crook and would rob ou if he got a chance." I would tell him

that I had known this man for years and. tell that they entirely wrong--he

might be right and. prove it to me with his evidence but he certainly would have to
bring a lot of it. I would not agree immediately with him when it was so contrary to

that which I had. somuch knowledge and now if you know Jesus Christ as your personal

Saviour---if you know that Christ has done things for you such as no man ever could do

if you see what Jesus has done in human life and. how He and He alone has made human life
,worthwhile. And so when one comes to you with proof that Christ is an ixnposter,you are

going to recuire a thoroughly and abundant investigation before you are going to accept

it and. reject u ±" .i*f ± x and. throw overboard, everything that you

previously believed about Him. Neither should we bury our head in the sand. and say this

is what we believe --I think that is absurd. to have that idea. What I say is--If you

have evidence on one side, you are not going to completely accept what seems to be

evidence on the other without fully and enquiring carefully inAwhat the two sides are.

And where we dontt have the 4.4e we can reserve judgment for a while until we get

what the true facts are--until you can really look into it thoroughly.

But much of it you just couldn't look into it thoroughly bec*ase we simply have no

evidence--that is all. The critics would say that Solomon amounted. to nothing--just a

petty kinglet over a semi-barbarous people and there is no other evidence and there

nothing to disprove it except the Word ood and the Word. of,od. says it and I am

going to accept what the Word of God says and have utmost confidence in it until
the time that God might choose to bring in new evidence which will show that what
He has said. is true. And. He brought them in a way




It has been said that the tomb of Solomon's favorite wife had been discovered, and
that in it there were such wealth and such jewelry that had not even been found. in
the tomb of Tutmose--but later they found out that there was nothing to it --we might
expect something like this, but we find that God, brought light on this of entirely a
different nature . Back in 1916 some excavators from Germany went over to Palestine
and started to excavte around Megid.d.o--the place of Armageddon spoken about in Rev. 6
to 10 and. it is found to be a most strageic location
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